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Question No : 1 

Which of the following descriptions best describe Quotes? 

 

A. A toolfor extending pricing proposals to customers 

 

B. A content management tool for users who seek information 

 

C. A library that allows access to documents 

 

D. A collaboration tool 

 

E. A data enrichment tool that maintains updated data 

 

Answer: A 

 

 

Question No : 2 CORRECT TEXT  

How would you enforce a lead to enter their phone number via web-to-lead?  

 

Answer:  

 

Use Java Script on the web to lead form to enforce entry of this data.  

 

 

Question No : 3  

What are the factors that influence salesmetricsdrive KPI's and form key business challenges?  

 

A. Weak pipeline  

 

B. Low productivity (sales rep)  

 

C. Poor predictability (forecast)  

 

D. Ineffective selling  

 

Answer: A  

 

 

Question No : 4  

Which best describes the Salesforce Automation feature "Activities"?  
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A. Ensures that we are tracking our progress towards the desired states.  

 

B. Enforces the business process.  

 

C. Identifies key stakeholders from the buy side.  

 

D. Makes sure we recognize those involved in the sales process.  

 

E. Allows to better automate the sales methodology.  

 

F. Determines the sales stages of an organization.  

 

Answer: A  

 

 

Question No : 5 

What should you keep in mind when designing a solution to improve Sales Rep productivity? (Select all 

that apply)  

 

A. Links may be confusing; use them sparingly  

 

B. Including AppExchange mash-ups may slow down Sales Reps  

 

C. Information should be entered only once  

 

D. Finding information should only be a few clicks away  

 

Answer: C,D  

 

 

Question No : 6  

Which of the following stage should be matched with the Forecast Category "Pipeline"?  

 

A. Early pipeline stages  

 

B. Mid pipeline  

 

C. Late pipeline stages  

 

D. Closed and Won  

 

E. Closed and Lost  
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Answer: A  

 

 

Question No : 7 CORRECT TEXT  

What is the difference between Salesforce for Outlook and Connect for Outlook?  

 

Answer:  

 

Salesforce for Outlook is a Microsoft Outlook integration application that lets you log emails in Salesforce. 

You can sync contacts, events, and tasks between Outlook and Salesforce. Settings are stored in 

configurations in Salesforce. Force.com Connect for Microsoft Outlook is an add-in that allows you to 

interact with Salesforce from Outlook.  

Connect for Outlook adds buttons and options to your Outlook user interface.  

 

 

Question No : 8 

Which metric influences customer satisfaction? Choose 2 answers:  

 

A. First call resolution  

 

B. Cost per call  

 

C. After call work  

 

D. Call quality  

 

Answer: A,D  

 

 

Question No : 9 CORRECT TEXT  

When working with multiple currencies, what currency will an individual's forecastbe reported in?  

 

Answer:  

 

All amounts in your forecast are shown in your personal currency.  

 

 

Question No : 10 CORRECT TEXT  

When multiple currencies are enabled how are currency fields calculated?  

 

Answer:  

 

1. Every record has a currency field that determines the currency type for amounts in that record.  
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2. All currency amounts display in the records currency and are also converted to the personal currency of 

the record owner based on conversion rates (entered by administrator) For example, if you do business 

with Acme, Inc., a German company, you can set the Currency field in the Acme, Inc. account to “EUR - 

Euro.” Amounts such as Annual Revenue will display in eu  

 

 

Question No : 11 CORRECT TEXT 

In an organization with a private sharing model, Sam is a sales exec that reports to John, a Sales 

Manager. Sam has ownership of the ABC Company account record, and also has created an opportunity 

for ABC Co. Can Sam see John's data? 

 

Answer:  

 

No. John, as the manager in the hierarchy can see Sam's data, but not the other way around. 

 

 

Question No : 12 

A sales rep can create a quote from:  

 

A. An Account and its Opportunities  

 

B. An Opportunity and its Products  

 

C. A Product and its Price Book  

 

D. A Contact and its Assets  

 

Answer: B  

 

 

Question No : 13 CORRECT TEXT  

What are key design considerations when implementing a process to build a strong pipeline?  

 

Answer:  

 

1. Ensure the data in the lead can be trusted (validation on import, lead de-deup, etc)  

2. Faster response (lead scoring, routing)  

3. Sales and Marketing alignment (qualification process, attribute tracking, workflow)  

4. Greater visibility (alerts on conversion, management of neglected leads, reporting)  

 

 

Question No : 14 CORRECT TEXT  

How is a user granted authority to create campaigns?  
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Answer:  

 

An administrator must select the Marketing User checkbox on a user’s profile to designate that user as a 

Marketing User. 

 

 

Question No : 15 CORRECT TEXT 

Can anyone add a team member to an account team? 

 

Answer:  

 

No. You need to either be the owner sharing the record or have read permission on the account. 

 

 

Question No : 16 CORRECT TEXT  

Does a deactivated user count against your organization’s available user licenses?  

 

Answer:  

 

No. A deactivated user doesn't count against your organization’s available user licenses.  

 

 

Question No : 17 CORRECT TEXT  

What are the components of a territory?  

 

Answer:  

1. A collection of accounts and users that have (at a minimum)read-access to accounts, regardless of 

owner Users within a territory have Read, Read/Write or Owner (the ability to view, edit, transfer, and 

delete record) access to records contained within the territory  

2. M between account, territory and user Ability to manually add accounts to territories or use assignment 

rules to auto allocate accounts to a territory  

 

 

Question No : 18  

Which of the following statements are true about managers and forecasts? (Select all that apply)  

 

A. A manager must have their own opportunities 

 

B. A manager submits their own estimate of the forecast 

 

C. A manager can adjust a forecast to a higher number 

 

D. A manager can adjust a forecast to a lower number 
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